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Given only a few days to live by her doctor last year, my mother survived
mycoplasma attacks and recently celebrated her 92nd birthday!
y mum was attacked by
mycoplasma last May. It
attacked 81 areas of her
body, including heart, brain
and vital organs. She was
suddenly confined to bed, unable to
talk, eat nor drink. Her blood pressure
kept falling to as low as 80/30 with fever
up and down, to as low as 33. She was
suffering, crying in pain with swollen
limbs and joints and bloated stomach. All
her organs were collapsing, and life was
fast disappearing. She had two bad and
smelly bedsores, 8cm tunnel deep, and
full of pus discharge.

Imminent Death

Death was imminent. Her two personal
doctors “abandoned her” to assist her
death, with no food, water, medicine
and wound dressings for more than a
week. One of them added to our despair,
“Your mum has only a few days to live”
and repeated on two other occasions.
She had severe fungal-ulcer attack in
the mouth, right to the small intestines.
Multiple sclerosis, microorganisms, bird
flu, H1N1, dengue, parasites, allergies
and toxins, all took turn to attack her
weekly. She had sleep disorders, fatigue
syndromes and energy loss, with adverse
fever and blood pressure for four months.

Doctor on Board

Confronted by his nurse as “playing God”
to let her die, the doctor returned and
was surprised she was responding well
with the support of NeB energy therapy.

He set up the feeding tube, dressed
her bedsores with our organic Manuka
Honey to kill parasites and bacteria, to
help heal the wounds. No medications
were given as he respected my desire to
give her organic food and supplements
to blend into liquid food with our Blendtec
machine. Medications for high blood
pressure and Parkinson’s disease were
stopped. Family members were so upset
on the use of NeB as they don’t believe
that it could help in life threatening
challenges, let alone on normal diseases.

Divine Understanding

I had no one to turn to. On bended
knees, I wrestled like Jacob for
divine guidance and deliverance. My

widowed at 42 when dad died one day
after appendicitis surgery. Left with
six schooling children, she took over
dad’s business with no basic training
and education, to see us through. I was
inspired by her determination, and it is my
turn now to carry the torch.

Divine Breakthrough

Breakthrough came after four months
when I realised the nurses, maid and
visitors were passing the infections to
mum. Visitors were restricted. All had
to put on mask and wash their hands
before seeing her. Nurses and maid
were screened by remote, to stop work if
affected. NeB patches and remote healing
were intensified on mum’s body and on

Tribute to Mum
To my mum, many mums have done well, but you
are among the greatest! You taught me how to fight a
good fight, to finish the race and to keep the faith. No
wonder the doctor exclaimed “it is a miracle!”
experience was not good enough to save
mum. All her organs had failed and it was
impossible to restore them all. Hundreds
of hours were spent on the computer to
experiment on new programmes. Many
times I wanted to give up in despair,
seeing no answers to endless setbacks.

Mother’s Love

Then I remembered mum’s love. She
stood by me and nursed me monthly
when I was sick since birth. She
breastfed me for four years when I
was an underweight baby. She was
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caregivers. The strategies paid off. In
the last seven months, her condition
remained stable without infection and
began improving. She had a radiant look
and put on weight. The swelling was
gone, bedsores recovering, and good
blood pressure control. There was no
more sign of Parkinson’s, and she just
celebrated her 92nd birthday!

Love is Empowering

With worldwide pandemic infections,
NeB can respond swiftly as otherwise
many could die of infections. Hopefully,
the world remembers mum for
her contribution to NeB’s research
discoveries, to break through many
boundaries and to help many.
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